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1.  C  (asper keeps the e; the others lose the e in the other forms)  
2.  D  (fero, volo and sum are irregular, the aio is defective-A&G sec 197-206)  
3.  B  (veneo is a fourth conjugation, the remainder are second)  
4.  D  (pelagus is a neuter; the others are masculine second declension)  
5.  A  (veneris must be future perfect active; others must be present passive)  
6.  B  (Egredior is 3rd io, the others are 4th conjugation)  

7.  C  (ruris is in the genitive, the others are all locatives)  
8.  B  (bini is distributive “two apiece” the others tell how many times twice, three  
 times, etc- A&G 137-138)  
9.  C (viso is a desiderative, the others are all frequentitive/interative/intensive  
 verbs.  A&G 263, 2 and 4 note)  

10.  B  (fidelis has a normal superlative, the other form it by adding limus to the stem )  

11.  D  (passive periphrastic)   
12.  B  (neuter adjective with ablative supine)  
13.  D  (Negative volitive subjunctive) 
14.  A (Optative wish unfulfillable, therefore imperfect subjunctive)  
15.  B (pres. passive infinitive in secondary sequence of an indirect statement) 
16.  C (gerund - modeled on Hor. Odes 2.10)  
17.  A  (contrary to fact past - two pluperfect subjunctives)  

18.  D (G&L, 548 and 554; A&G 558 and 558 b.)  Negatived or questioned verbs of 
prohibition are followed by quin.  positives by ne or quominus.   
19.  B  (genitive gerundive with noun.  Standard construction.  capiendi urbes would also 
work, is less common but not unseen)   
20.  D (abl. absolute)  
21.  D  (predicate nominative, non reflexive pronoun and double accusative)  
22.  B  (Abl of time when)  

23.  A  (abl of specific price + partitive genitive, A&G 416)  

24.  B  (fungor takes the abl., and must be future infinitive in indirect statement)   
25.  C  (Acc. of duration of time)  
26.  D  (abl of degree of difference)  
27.  A  (objective genitive, Cat 1, 26) 
28.  C  (acc. pl. present act participle)  

29.  D  (acc. + dat with special verb praeficio)  
30.  C  (circumstantial cum clause)  
31.  A  (acc. + inf. indirect statement)  
32.  D  (negative indirect command [ne] in secondary sequence, acc. object of main verb)  
33.  A  (negative result clause in primary sequence  - b= purpose because of pronoun & ne) 
34.  C  (positive fear clause in secondary sequence)  
35.  A (the phrase = Postquam Pompeius fugit, ergo = subjective genitive)  

36.  D (subtle difference.  Abl. of manner is adverbial and describes the verb, not the noun) 
37.  B (clearly a result clause, but people can talk themselves out of it on a test)  
38.  D (Why would anyone want to celebrate the day they died?) 

39.  A  (b cannot work because videtur is singular and the verb is indicative) 
40.  C  (If you know the rules of double questions, this is easy, otherwise…)  
41.  C  
42.  D (Contracted form of the plup.)  

43.  B  (A&G 535 e. )  
44.  A   
45.  C   
46.  A  
47.  C  (Since this is a selected passage, some might recall that one of the conspirators tries 
to  cross examing the witnesses and answer from information ouside of the passage. ) 

48.  C  
49.  A (A&G 565 note 1 This may be difficult- as A&G say both optative and hortatory)  
50.  C 


